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IELTS 스피킹 파트 1

Holidays (New)

Where did you go for your last holiday?

Do you like holidays? Why?

Which public holiday do you like best?

What do you do on holidays?

Festival (New)

How do you celebrate festivals in your country?

What special food and activities do you have for these festivals?

How do you celebrate Spring Festival?

What is your favourite festival?

Wallet (New)

Do you use a wallet?

Have you ever lost your wallet?

Have you ever sent a wallet to someone as a gift?

Do most of your friends use wallets?

Sky and Stars (New)

Do you like to look at the sky? Why?

Can you see the moon and stars at night where you live?

Do you prefer the sky in the morning or the sky at night?

Is there a good place to look at the sky where you live?

Do you like to see the stars at night?

Do you want to live on other planets?

Primary School (New)

What did you like to do the most when you were in primary school?

How did you go to your primary school?

How do you like your primary school?

What did you do in your leisure time in your primary school?
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Environmental protection (New)

Would you like to work in a company related to environmental protection?

How can we protect the environment?

Do you think you've done enough to protect the environment?

Is there education about environmental protection at school?

Wild animals  (New)

Do you like to watch TV programs about wild animals?

Did you learn something about wild animals at school?

Where can you see wild animals?

ln which country do you think you can see many wild animals?
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IELTS 스피킹 파트 2와 3

Part 2 (New)
Describe a time you saw something interesting on social media

You should say:

when it was

where you saw it

what you saw

and explain why you think it was interesting

Part 3
Why do people like to use social media?
What kinds of things are popular on social media?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of using social media?
What do you think of making friends on social networks?

Part 2 (New)
Describe an art or craft activity (e.g.painting, woodwork, etc) that you had (at school)

You should say:

What you made

How you made it

What it looked like

And how you felt about the activity

Part 3
What traditional handcrafts are popular in South Korea?
What do young people think of traditional handcrafts?
Do people in your country send handcrafts as gifts?
What are the benefits of making handcrafts?

Part 2 (New)
Describe a movie that you like

You should say:

when you watched it

where you watched it

what it was about

and explain why you like it
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Part 3
Are films a waste of money?
Are movie stars important to a movie?
Are foreign movies popular in South Korea?
Is it important that a country has its own movies?

Part 2 (New)
Describe a company where you live that employs a lot of people

You should say

What it does

How many people it employs

What kind of people work there

How you feel about it

Part 3
Should big companies be punished more seriously if they break the law?
Should big companies donate more to charities?
What are the good things about working for a big company?
What are the differences between big companies and small companies?

Part 2 (New)
Describe a quiet place you like to spend your time in

You should say:

where it is

how you knew it

how often you go there

what you do there

and explain why you like the place

Part 3
Is it hard to find quiet places in cities?
Why is it quieter in the countryside?
Why do people go to quiet places?
Compared with young people, do old people prefer to live in quiet places?
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Part 2 (New)
Describe someone who is older than you that you admire

You should say:

who this person is

how you knew this person

what kinds of things you like to do together

and explain how you feel about this person

Part 3
What can young and old people learn from each other?
Has old people's life quality improved when compared to the past?
Why is there a generation gap between the young and the old?

Part 2 (New)
Describe a time when you helped a friend

You should say:

when it was

how you helped him / her

why you helped him / her

and how you felt about it

Part 3
How do people usually help each other?
How is online help different from real-life help?
Should schools be responsible for teaching students how to cooperate?
What are the differences between help from friends and help from family?

Part 2 (New)
Describe a leisure activity near / on the sea that you want to try

You should say:

what it is

what you need to prepare

how easy or difficult it is

and explain why you want to try it

Part 3
What are the advantages and disadvantages of vacations to the seaside?
Why do people like spending time on the sea?
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Why do children like the sea better than adults?
What types of job positions can be found on or near the sea?

Part 2 (New)
Describe a time when you shared something with others (or another person)

You should say:

What you shared

Who you shared it with

Why you shared it

And explain how you felt about sharing it

Part 3
Do you like to share?
What are the consequences if children don't like to share?
How do you feel about sharing accommodation with others on campus?
How could parents and teachers teach young children to share?

Part 2 (New)
Describe an argument two of your friends had

You should say:

when it happened

what it was about

how it was solved

and how you felt about it

Part 3
Do you think argument is important?
What do family members usually have arguments about?
Is it easier for you to have arguments with your family or with your friends?
Do you think people should change the way they think when having arguments?
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Part 2 (New)
Describe an article on health you read on magazine or the Internet

You should say:

what it was

where you read it

why you read it

how you felt about it

Part 3
Do you think people are healthier now than in the past?
How can you tell whether a website is reliable or not?
What activities can schools organize for children to keep fit?
What can governments do to improve people's health?

Part 2 (New)
Describe a plan in your life (that is not related to work or study)

You should say:

what it is about

why you make it

what you need to do first

and explain how you would feel if it is successful

Part 3
Should parents make plans for children?
When should children start to make plans for themselves?
What things should be planned on a daily basis?
Are plans always necessary? Can people succeed without plans?


